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To the General Court of Massachusetts
The State Department of Health, as authorized by chapter 58 of

the Resolves of the year 1918, presents herewith a report upon a plan
for a system of sewerage and sewage disposal for the thickly settled
portions of the town of Ayer.

The Department has caused a general survey of the town to be
made covering the thickly settled area and has considered various
methods of sewage disposal and their adaptability to the conditions
found at Ayer The territory on which the thickly settled portion of
the town is situated drains naturally toward Nonacoicus Brook, a
stream which has considerable fall through the village itself, but in the
remainder of its course meanders slowly through meadows to its con-
fluence with the Nashua River at a point about 1.1 miles west of the
village. The topography of the region and other circumstances are
such that the natural and most convenient location for a sewage-
disposal works is in the valley of Nonacoicus Brook west of the village,
and the investigations were first directed toward securing a desirable
site in the lower areas in this valley at which the sewage of the village
would be treated by gravity and the effluent discharged into the brook.

No suitable location has been found there, however, at which the
sewage can be disposed of by gravity at reasonable cost in a location
sufficiently remote from dwelling houses in Ayer and from portions of
Camp Devens as to be unobjectionable, and attention was directed
to other areas which appeared to be more favorably situated for the
purpose. There is no area along the southerly side of Nonacoicus
Brook in this region that is suitable as a location for sewage-disposal
works, and much of the land on the northerly side of the brook is so
high that its use would involve a large expense for pumping. Toward
the westerly end of the high plateau north of the brook in this region
is a transverse valley lying at a lower elevation, comprising an area of
several acres of nearly level land containing soil of excellent quality
for sewage-disposal purposes. This area is located about a quarter of
a mile due north of the crossing of West Main Street and the Fitchburg
Railroad and is sufficiently remote from all dwellings and areas used
for camp activities to prevent danger of nuisance.

REPORT OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH RELATIVE TO A SYSTEM OF SEWER-
AGE FOR THE TOWN OF AYER.

REPORT OF STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
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The surveys and investigations show that it is practicable to collectall of the sewage of Ayer into a main sewer in the valley of NonacoicusBrook, convey it to a pumping station on the northerly side of thebrook, and pump it to the disposal works through a force main about80 feet in length with a lift of about 35 feet.
The results of careful estimates of the cost of the works by variouspossible plans, including the disposal of sewage in connection withCamp Devens, both through the Camp Devens main sewer and pump-ing station and by independent works pumping directly to the CampDevens filter beds, indicate that the cost of disposing of the sewage ofAyer by the independent works herein outlined would be less than byany plan of disposal in connection with Camp Devens, assuming thatthe town would pay a proportionate share of the cost of pumping andmaintenance without other charge.
The Department after careful consideration recommends the disposal

of the sewage of the town of Ayer by collecting the sewage into a main
sewer in the valley of Nonacoicus Brook and pumping it to disposal
works as described in the report of the engineer and shown upon the
plan submitted herewith. The sewers which it is desirable to con-
struct for immediate use are shown in full lines upon this plan, and
' ar ious lines of sewers by which the entire village can be drained by
gra~\ ity i nto this system at some future time, whenever it may be-
come necessary to extend the system, are shown in dotted lines. The
sewers recommended for present construction will provide for the col-
lection and removal of all of the sewage now discharged into storm
water drains and all objectionable manufacturing wastes discharged
into the streams about the village. They will also provide an oppor-
tunity for the sewerage of dwelling houses, stores and other buildings
in the thickly settled portions of the town where the trouble from
nuisance has been found to be most serious.

The estimated cost of the works has been made as carefully as
practicable based on present prices, but the cost of practically all
commodities is far greater than before the war, and as values are
changing constantly at the present time the estimates here given may
require material modification a few months hence. It seems hardly
probable, however, judging from the present outlook, that the cost of
commodities on the whole will increase further in the immediate
future. On the basis of these estimates the estimated total cost of
the proposed works is $118,700. This amount does not include an
allowance for the purchase of lands and rights of way, which, however,
are unlikely to add materially to the estimated cost of the works.

The report of the engineer of the Department and a plan of the pro-
posed works are attached hereto and form a part of this report.
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Office of State Department of Health,
State House, Boston, Dec. 28, 1918.

To Dr. Eugene R. Kelley, Commissioner of Health.
Sik: In accordance with your direction I have made an investiga-

tion with reference to a system of sewerage and sewage disposal for
the town of Ayer and present the following report.

The resolve under which this investigation has been carried on is
chapter 58 of the Resolves of 1918, which is as follows:

Resolved, That the state department of health is hereby authorized and
directed to consider and report a plan for a system of sewerage and sewage dis-
posal for such thickly settled part or parts of the town of Ayer as, in the opinion
of the department, are at present in need of sewerage or likely to require sewer-
age facilities in the immediate future. The department shall consider the
various methods of sewage disposal and the application of such methods to the
collection and disposal of the sewage of the said town, and shall ascertain and
report the cost of any system of sewerage or sewage disposal recommended by
it. The department may employ such engineering and other assistance as may
be necessary for carrying out the objects of this resolve and shall have access to
any and all plans of existing sewers, streets or lands filed in the offices of said
town or in the records of the county of Middlesex. All expenses incurred by
the said department under the provisions of this resolve shall be reported to the
governor and council, and, if approved by them, shall be paid out of the treasury
of the commonwealth; but the total expenditure shall not exceed eight hundred
dollars, four hundred of which shall be assessed and collected by the treasurer
and receiver general upon and from said town at the time required for the pay-
ment of the state tax. The report hereby required shall be made to the general
court on or before the third Wednesday in January, nineteen hundred and

The population of Ayer in the past thirty years has been as follow

Year. Population. ear. Population.

1885 2,190 1 1905, . ' 2,386

2,148 1910 2,797
2,101 1915, 2,779

1900 2,446

REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER.
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The town of Ayer is situated mainly in the valley of NonacoicusBrook, a tributary of the Nashua River, and the thickly settled partof the town are comprised in a rather compactly built main villageincluding probably 90 per cent, of the total population of the town’The only other populous district within the limits of Ayer is Cam'Devens, situated partly in the extreme southwesterly part of the townand partly in the adjacent town of Harvard. As Camp Devens isalready provided with a general system of sewerage and sewage dis-posal, and as there are no other considerable centers of population inthe town, the present investigation has related only to a study for thecollection and disposal of the sewage of the main village of Ayer.The th'ckly settled portion of the village is divided roughly by theponds, waterways and railways into three sections, the first, and mostimportant, being the section of the town north of the Fitchburg Divi-sion of the Boston & Maine Railroad and east of the Worcester &
Nashua Division of the Boston & Maine Railroad, which containspractically all of the business section, together with a large residentialarea lying on the steep slope of the hill to the north and drainingnaturally in a southerly and westerly direction toward Grove Pond onthe south and Nonacoicus Brook and one of its tributaries on the west.Main Street, the lowest portion of this section, ranges in elevationfrom 233 to 237. South of the Fitchburg Railroad and east of theWorcester & Nashua is a table-land lying chiefly between elevations240 and 250, from the southerly edge of which the land slopesrapidly in a southerly direction to Grove Pond. North of the Fitch-
burg Railroad and west of the Worcester & Nashua the country is
more uneven, but the general slope of the land falls to about 220 inthe vicinity of Park Street, while along West Main Street and ShirleyStreet the elevations vary from 225 to 240. There is considerable fall
in the ponds and streams which border the village on the east and
south, the pond near East Main Street having a surface elevation of
226.3 at the time the surveys were made in the summer ,of 1918,while Grove Pond south of the village was found to be at elevation

Plow Shop Pond at 214.46, and Nonacoicus Brook at West
Alain Street 20 < .0. The elevation of the Nashua River near the mouth
of Nonacoicus Brook at this time was 203.3.

The elevation of the lowest point in any highway in which it is
necessary to construct a sewer is on West Alain Street under the
overhead railroad bridge of the Shirley Branch Railroad, where the
surface of the street is at elevation 216.5.
The results of the surveys show that the most favorable point at
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which to collect all of the sewage of the village by gravity is in the
neighborhood of Nonacoicus Brook, not far from the point where it is
crossed by West Main Street.

Methods of Sewage Disposal.

Since the most favorable point of collection of the sewage is in the
valley of Nonacoicus Brook west of the village, a careful study has
been made in this valley for a suitable location for disposal works.
The circumstances of the location are such that it is impracticable to

dispose of the sewage of Ayer at any point along the southerly side of
Nonacoicus Brook between the village and the Nashua River On the
northerly side of the stream the ground rises rapidly to a very con-
siderable height, and it is impracticable to dispose of the sewage upon
the lower grounds without placing the works nearer than desirable to

the thickly settled portions of the town. Furthermore, the soil in the
lower ground in this region is not adapted to the disposal of sewage by
intermittent filtration.

Toward the lower end of the valley on the northerly side of the
stream, it would be possible, by removing a considerable depth of
peaty soil-on the most favorable section in that region, and by con-
structing the filters wholly of sand and gravel brought in for the
purpose from the adjacent hillside, to construct a filtration area of
sufficient size for the disposal of the sewage of Ayer upon which the
sewage could be delivered by gravity. In order to deliver sewage by
gravity upon filters in this location with a minimum slope to the main

sewer, it is essential that the elevation of the filters should not be
above about grade 209. The valley is subject to flooding at times of
freshet when the water apparently rises to about grade 209, and there
would consequently be times in each year when filters in the location
indicated might be flooded for a considerable period. The height of
the water in Nonacoicus Brook even in ordinary times is such that it
would be impracticable to build filters having a greater depth than
about 3 feet above the tpps of the underdrains.

The most favorable location for filters in this valley would be very
close to an area used as a recreation ground at Camp Devens and
would be nearer than desirable to West Main Street. On account of
the necessary changes in the channel of the brook, the cost of grading
the ground for the filters and of hauling all of the material of which
they are to be composed, the total cost of filter beds capable of treat-
ing all of the sewage of the town in this location would be much
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larger than would be the case if filters were constructed at some pl acwhere the soil is naturally suited to the purpose Even allowing forthe cost of pumping the sewage in connection with other schemes, thegravity filters would be less economical and less efficient than' thedisposal of the sewage by other plans.
While the land north of Nonacoicus Brook, which is the most favor-able region for the construction of filters, rises in most places to a veryconsiderable height above the brook, a location has been found on thenortherly side of the brook about due north from the crossing of WestMain Street and the Fitchburg Railroad, where the land is fairly levelover a considerable area which ranges in elevation from about grade230 to 235. A study of this area shows that it is ample for the presentneeds of Ayer, that it contains soil of excellent quality for the purifica-

tion of sewage by intermittent filtration, and that the filters could be
extended in future if the growth of the town should make additional
filters necessary. The area, furthermore, is located at such a distance
from the populous parts of the town that it is unlikely that objection-
able odors would be noticeable at any dwelling house The use of
this area would necessitate raising the sewage by pumping about 35 feet.

The first cost of the construction of works for the disposal of the
sewage upon this area, including pumps, pumping station,-force main,filter beds and all appurtenances, would be much less, probably as
much as 543,000, than the first cost of disposing of the sewage upon
gravity filters in the valley of Nonacoicus Brook, and even allowing
foi the additional expense of pumping to this area, it is evident that
it would be much the more economical plan for the town to adopt.

Other Methods of Sewage Disposal for the Town of Ayer.

Other methods of sewage disposal have been considered, but, in view
of the extensive deposits of sand and gravel of excellent quality for
sewage-disposal purposes available in the neighborhood of Ayer, dis-
posal of the sewage by intermittent filtration is evidently' the most
economical and satisfactory method available to the town.

Quantity of Sewage requiring Disposal

The town of Ayer has now had a water supply for thirty years.
The quantity' of water used has increased quite rapidly in the past
eighteen years, the average quantity used in 1901-1905 being 105,000
gallons per day, or 42 gallons per capita, while in the five ymars which
ended in 1916 the quantity used was about 173,000 gallons per day,
or 67 gallons per capita. The number of metered services in the
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earlier period, however, averaged only 45.6 per cent, of the whole
number, while in the five years which ended in 1916 it averaged 65.6
per cent. If the policy of metering is continued until all services are
metered, it is not likely that the per capita consumption of water will
increase materially in the future, unless one or more establishments
using large quantities of water shall locate in the town. Of course not
all of the water used for the supply of the town will find its way into
the sewers, but, on the other hand, there is likely to be some addi-
tion to the flow in the sewers on account of water used in manu-
facturing, and there is also likely to be more or less leakage, as is the
case with practically all sewerage systems. Judging from experience
in other cities and towns, the probable quantity of sewage requiring
disposal in Ayer for the present population will amount, after the
sewers come into general use, to from 200,000 to 250,000 gallons per
day. Of course, unless the sewers are built with care, the quantity
may be larger.

Present Methods of Sewage Disposal

There is a main drain in the village of Ayer, with a tributary, de-
signed for the removal of storm water, but which receives also con-
siderable sewage. This drain has been built without manholes and at
a somewhat higher level than is desirable for its use as a sewer, and in
designing a sewerage system for the town no arrangement has been
made for joining these drains to the new system. The sewage should
be diverted from the drains to the sewers when the latter are com-
pleted and the drains should be retained for the removal of storm
water only, for which they were designed. This storm water when
unpolluted by sewage can be discharged without objection into the
nearest water courses. Throughout the greater part of the town
the sewage is disposed of by means of vaults and cesspools, and many
of these have been a source of nuisance in the thickly settled portion
of the town. There is also a quantity of manufacturing waste re-
quiring disposal from three manufacturing establishments.

General Plan of Proposed Sewerage System.

In order to select a suitable plan for collecting the sewage of the
village and conveying it to the proposed filtration area, it has been
necessary to make a topographical survey of the town and maps
showing the elevations of the various streets. With this information
as a basis, a system of sewerage has been designed to remove the
sewage from the more densely populated portions of the town in which
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serious trouble has been caused in the past by objectionable sinkdrains, cesspools and privy vaults. Provision has also been made for
removing the more objectionable of the manufacturing wastes. This
system, including the proposed disposal works, is shown,in full lines
on a plan appended hereto.

The system has been so designed that it is capable of extension
from time to time in the future as necessity may arise, to serve any or
all of the dwelling houses in the thickly settled portions of the town
These possible extensions are indicated in dotted lines on the plan.

The main sewer of the proposed system begins at the town hall
near the corner of Main and Columbia streets, passes westerly through
Main and West Main streets to Mechanic Street, where the sewer will
turn to the northwest to the valley of Nonacoicus Brook and will
follow the valley of that stream approximately parallel to West Main
Street to a point near Rogers Street. From this point the sewer,
turning more to the west, will pass along the northerly side of a small
knoll to Nonacoicus Brook and thence beneath the brook in an in-
verted siphon to a pumping station located on the upland north of
the brook, whence the sewage will be pumped through a short force
main 12 inches in diameter to the proposed filtration area. From its
upper end down to the first crossing of Nonacoicus Brook the main
sewer will be 12 inches in diameter. From this point to the bridge of
the Peterboro & Shirley Railroad the sewer will be 18 inches in
diameter, and from the latter point to the pumping station 20 inches
in diameter. At its upper end the invert of the sewer will be at grade
228.82, and the slope will be 1 in 250. Farther down the slope is
somewhat steeper, and from the Peterboro & Shirley Railroad bridge
to the pumping station the slope will be uniformly 1 in 1,250. There
will be two short inverted siphons on the main sewer in addition to
the one already mentioned, one beneath the Nonacoicus Brook culvert
on West Main Street, and the other at the point where the sewer
crosses the valley of the lower outlet from Plow Shop Pond.

At the pumping station the sewage will be screened and received
into a pump well constructed in two chambers. Connected with each
of these, and in a separate dry well, will be centrifugal pumps SO'
arranged as to be primed at all times. These pumps will be operated
by electric motors designed to operate automatically, and in case of
need both pumps will be employed automatically in pumping the
sewage. The chambers which receive the sewage are to be arranged
so that one will overflow to the other in case the pump at one well
fails to act, and there will also be an overflow at a higher level which
will discharge upon a filter bed prepared for the purpose and which
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will come into operation in case of emergency. This overflow filter
bed will contain a comparatively small depth of filtering material, but
as its use will be required only at very rare intervals, if at all, no
serious pollution of the brook will result.

The filter beds, as designed, are to be located in a depression in the
high land lying north of Nonacoicus Brook one-quarter of a mile
northwest of West Main Street and 1,800 feet from the Nashua River.
The ground in this area is quite level, ranging for the most part from
grade 230 to 232, and the soil beneath a surface layer of 18 inches to
2 feet of loam is composed of coarse sand and gravel of excellent
quality for the purification of sewage by intermittent filtration.

An area of 4 acres of filters would undoubtedly be ample for present
needs, but the filtration area can readily be greatly enlarged if neces-
sary in the future by constructing other filters in this location and
extending the area toward the northwest if necessary.

Tributaries to the main sewer are shown in full lines on the plan sub-
mitted. The tributaries have been designed to remove the sewage from
the thickly-settled portions of the town, including the streets in which
the drains which receive sewage are now laid. This system will remove
all of the more serious nuisances which are caused by sewage in Ayer
at the present time, including the more objectionable of the manu-
facturing wastes. As all of the sewage must be purified, it is of the
highest importance to prevent the entrance of storm* and ground
water into the sewers, and it is also most important to disconnect
sewer outlets discharging into present storm water drains and connect
them with proposed new sewers, leaving the drains for the removal of
storm water only in the future.

It is exceedingly difficult under present conditions to present any
satisfactory estimate of the cost of such works as those herein pro-
posed, on account of the excessive cost of many commodities at the
present time, as compared with the conditions before the war, and
the likelihood that material changes may take place in these costs in
the near future. The estimates herein given are based upon present
prices as nearly as they can be ascertained, but do not include an
allowance for land for filter beds and rights of way. The cost of the
necessary lands and rights of way for this work is unlikely to add very
materially to the cost of the works.

Main sewer and outfall with appurtenances, 4,422 feet,
Sewers tributary to main sewer, 10,850 feet,

§27,518 00
44,997 00

Estimates of Cost of Works.
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Disposal works;
Pumping station, machinery and appurtenances, i cm „„

Overflow filter bed, . . 00
Force main, ...

2 - 00 00
Filter beds, ...

' ' 17^°900
’ ' 17,049 00

v
Tota1 ’ ‘ ' $103,275 00Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent., 15 491 00
T °ta1 ’ 00

Possibilities of Connection with the Camp Devens System,
Any scheme for sewerage for Ayer involves the consideration of thequestion whether the sewage can be disposed of satisfactorily and at

a saving in cost to the town provided an arrangement can be made todischarge the sewage into the Camp Devens system. The seweragesystem of Camp Devens collects the sewage from nearly all parts of that
camp into a main sewer which passes northerly near the easterly bankof the Nashua River across Nonacoicus Brook near its mouth and
extends to a pumping station located about 1,900 feet north of Nona-
coicus Brook. From this point the sewage is pumped through a force
mam about 2,370 feet in length to a system of filter beds located
toward the northerly end of a high gravel plateau in the northwesterly
part of the town of Ayer, where the sewage is treated by intermittent
filtration and the effluent allowed to find its way to the Nashua River
or its tributaries, ihis system has been most satisfactory for the
purpose for which it is designed. The quantity of sewage has been
much larger than was anticipated in the beginning, and the filtration
area has, consequently, had to care for a greater quantity of sewagethan the works were expected to care for when constructed.

Notwithstanding the fact that the beds have been overdosed, their
character is such that no objectionable result has occurred. In fact,
the character of the soil of which these filter beds are constructed and
the strata beneath the filter beds are such that it wr as practicable to
build the filters without underdrains, and the effluent finds its way to
the rh er at many points in such a way that no concentration of it has
been observed at any point. If the use of the camp is to be con-
tinued as in the past, investigation shows that it would be imprac-
ticable to discharge the sewage of Ayer into the Camp Devens system
without making provision for enlarging the system, probably both as
regards the size of the main sewer below the point at which the Ayer
sewage will enter and also as regards the filter beds. If, however, the
number of troops to be kept at Camp Devens is to be materially
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reduced, or if the camp is to be wholly abandoned, it seems most
desirable that the surplus of capacity in the sewage-disposal works
should be utilized, if practicable, for the disposal of the sewage of the
town of Ayer.

In view of these circumstances, a study has been made to determine
the feasibility of disposing of the sewage of Ayer into the Camp
Devens system and the probable cost of such a method of disposal as
compared with the cost of disposing of the sewage by the independent
plan already described. The first plan considered for disposing of the
sewage of Ayer into the Camp Devens system is to lay a main sewer
in approximately the same location as the main sewer of the system
already described but extending farther down the Nonacoicus Brook
valley to a point of connection with the Camp Devens sewer about
3,500 feet above the pumping station. The sewage of the town could
be discharged into the Camp Devens system by gravity under this
plan, though in order to discharge all of the sewage of the town into
the Camp Devens main by gravity it would be necessary to lay the
main sewer leading from the village at a very flat grade, and in one
place with a rather light cover for a considerable distance, involving
probably an extra expense for construction in order to prevent injury
to the sewer and interference with the operation of the system.

It is impracticable to estimate definitely the cost of disposing of the
sewage under this plan, since there is no way of determining whether
the sewage of Ayer would be admitted to the Camp Devens system or,
in case it should be admitted, the probable charge that would be
made for the use of the Camp Devens works. In fact, it is hardly
probable that any determination as to the use of Camp Devens will
be made by the national authorities in the present circumstances.
Nevertheless, an estimate has been made of the cost of discharging
the sewage of Ayer into the Camp Devens system, the results of
which show that, omitting any addition to the pumping station or
filtration area at Camp Devens, the cost of the works for discharging
the sewage of Ayer by gravity into that system would be about
$12,500 less than the cost of the works already described for disposing
of the sewage of Ayer by independent works. It should be stated
here, however, that the Camp Devens pumping works would require
considerable change to adapt them to economical permanent use.
On the other hand, the cost of pumping the sewage of Ayer at the
Camp Devens pumping plant would be much greater on account of
the higher lift than the cost of pumping the sewage to independent
filter beds, and this difference would make the annual cost of disposing
of the sewage of Ayer greater if discharged into the Camp Devens
system than if disposed of independently as proposed. Of course, the
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difference would be increased if the government should require anypayment on the part of the town for the use of its main sewer mirnning station and filter beds. ’

With Camp Devens fully occupied the main sewer is filled nearly
to capacity and it is doubtful whether, if the camp is to continue tobe fully used, the sewage of Ayer could reasonably be admitted to themain sewer at any point above the pumping station. If that shouldbe the case, in order to discharge the sewage of Ayer into the CampDevens system, it would be necessary to continue the main sewerfiom the town down as far as the Camp Devens pumping station,which would add about $17,000 to the cost of the works, making themmore expensive in the beginning than the cost of the independent
works already outlined.

In view of the fact that the cost of discharging the sewage of Ayerby gravity into the Camp Devens system would probably be greaterthan the cost of independent works, a further study has been made todetermine whether any- saving could be effected by collecting the
sewage of Ayer, at a point nearer the village and pumping it directlyto the Camp Devens filter beds. Under such a plan the sewage of
Ayer could be collected conveniently at a pumping station located at
the edge of the upland bordering the Nonacoicus Brook meadows at a
point adjacent to the westerly side of the Shirley Branch of the Boston
& Maine Railroad and about 700 feet from West Main Street. From
this proposed pumping station the sewage could be pumped through
a foice main about 1 mile in length directly- to the Camp Devens
filtration area.

Hie estimates indicate that the cost of these works would be about
$7,000 greater than the cost of the main outfall sewer, pumping sta-
tion and disposal works under the plan for disposing independently- of
the sewage of the town. Even if allowance is made for additional
filter beds and other works to meet possible future needs, the in-
dependent works would cost no more than works for discharging the
sewage upon the C amp Devens filter beds, while, on the other hand,
on account of the greater lift in the latter case, the cost of pumping
and maintenance of works delivering the sewage to the Camp Devens
filtration area would be much greater than under the plan for an
independent system.

The investigations thus far made show that there are at least three
ways by- which the sewage of Ayer can be connected with the Camp

CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE DISPOSAL OF THE SEWAGE OF AyEH IN CON
NECTION WITH THE CaMP DeVENS SYSTEM.
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Devens system: (1) by a sewer down the Nonacoicus Brook valley to
the nearest point of connection with the main sewer of Camp Devens;
(2) by a main sewer down the Nonacoicus Brook valley and thence
to the pumping station of the Camp Devens system; (3) by pumping
the sewage directly to the Camp Devens filtration area at a separate
pumping station located not far from the point where the Shirley
Branch of the Boston & Maine Railroad crosses West Main Street.

The first cost of the works to the town of Ayer, assuming that it
should build its main sewer down to the connection with the Camp
Devens main, would probably be somewhat less than the first cost of
independent works for the disposal of the sewage, but when the extra
cost of pumping is taken into account, the town would save nothing
in annual payments for sewer charges by disposing of its sewage in
accordance with this plan, even should it be authorized to utilize the
Camp Devens system without charge except for pumping the sewage.

By each of the other plans the first cost of the works for disposing
of the sewage would be greater than the cost of works for disposal by
an independent system, and the annual charges would also be greater
even though the government should charge the town only a propor-
tional share of the cost of pumping.

As a, result of this investigation, there does not appear to be any

prospect that any saving can be effected by the tpwn under present
conditions by disposing of its sewage in connection with the Camp
Devens system. It is undoubtedly true that the present is a par-
ticularly difficult time in which to make comparisons of the cost of
constructing sewerage works according to different plans on account
of the cost of labor, and especially of certain supplies which enter
more largely into the estimates in the case of some of the plans than
in the case of others. As it is impossible to predict what changes may
take place in the relative values of commodities which enter into the
construction of works under the different plans, it is impracticable to
make a comparison of the cost of various plans, except upon the basis
of present prices as nearly as they can be ascertained. On this basis,
there is no question that it would be more economical, as it would in

for the town of Ayer to dispose of
herein described than in connection
Devens.

other respects be more satisfactory,
its sewage by the independent works
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submitted,Respectfully

X. H. GOODNOUGH, Chief Engineer.




